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I f  w e  k n e w  what lies ahead in our lives, 
would we breathe a little deeper, stare 
a little longer? Would we love a little 

harder, hold a little tighter? Of course. 
But that is never the option—life is act-
ing without a script. There is no screen-
play, no matter how secure you become, 
for you never, ever truly know until life 

is lived and true to you, only you.
Time is the great equalizer that tracks our progress and 

demands our fullest attention. It is said that we should forgive 
and forget, but we know that never really works. Not for most 
of us.
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The turn of a dime is far more subtle than the turn of a life. 
Who decides how it will all work out? When will “they” let you 
know? The answer is never and ever, and always and then.

It is with this mass of uncertainty and unfulfilled promise that 
the story of William Oliver Kane Jr. begins.
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C hap t e r  1

On  J u n e  26 ,  1960, in the heart of 
Manhattan on the most perfect 
day of their most perfect lives, 

William Oliver Kane Jr. came into the 
world with the resounding approval of 
his championed parents, William Oliver 
Kane, now Senior, and Blair Kane, of the 
affluent residential paradise that was and 

is Larchmont, New York.
As if the event were a complete surprise, Will Kane and the 

couple’s A-list friends gathered in Manhattan to ring in the latest 
addition to The Circle—not necessarily as a cause for celebration 
but because celebration itself was mandated in the community 
charter. “Larchmont is, therefore you are” was the boiled-down 
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version. Recognition and all that it means was less heartfelt than 
it was a ruthless determination to rise above thy neighbor, all the 
while toasting life alongside them through a transparent facade.

After some impatient time modeling in the waiting room, 
followed by what would be best described as a photo op with 
his newborn son, Will was soon arm in arm with his fabulous 
friends at 21 Club, a haven for New York’s rich and beautiful. 
Upon his triumphant entrance, he was greeted by one of the less 
entertaining wives in the pack with “Will, don’t you think you 
should be with Blair at the hospital with the baby?” to which Will 
remarked with a double martini formed perfectly in his hand, 
“No reason for both of us to miss out.” In 1960, few would have 
debated which of the parents was actually missing out, not with 
this crowd anyway.

William Jr. came home fit and ready to mold into the life of 
privilege that had been afforded him, not by the commerce of his 
parents, but by the grandfather he would never know, who wore 
the shoes that, figuratively and literally, swallowed those of his 
father. Alexander Kane was a bold man by any standard and a 
pure and absolute example of the Great American Story—having 
risen from the ashes of epic family poverty and immigrant oppres-
sion to become an influential judge and most trusted friend and 
confidant of New York’s truly elite and utterly powerful. Judge 
Kane had carefully and confidently constructed a life of personal 
wealth and philanthropy, providing an upbringing for his sons, 
Redmond and William, which few could afford and most would 
envy. While Redmond, the eldest, would carve out a safe place as 
junior trustee of his future wealth and favorite of his imposing 
stepmother, Virginia Kane, Will would find the upbringing cold 
and lacking individual purpose. Their mother had died before 
they could get to know her. Had Margaret Winters Kane lived, 
this story would have different pages to turn.

For Will, following in the footsteps of his father was never 
really an option—working on his social footwork, now that was 
another matter he had taken to pure art form.
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Upon his untimely death from cancer in September of 1958, 
Judge Kane had amassed a fortune of twelve million dollars, leav-
ing the entire estate to Virginia, trusting that she would continue 
on his well-worn path of support for New York’s most needy and 
the lifestyle his legacy dictated for his wife and sons. It was not 
to be.

Virginia, a dour and reclusive figure, spoon-fed the money to 
Redmond and Will as she saw fit and, in many instances in the 
years to come, unfit. In his living years, Judge Kane was consumed 
by the fullness of his work and life, leaving little time to discover, 
or perhaps care, that his second wife was the very essence of style 
over substance.

The William Kanes of Larchmont were sponsored by, and at 
the very discretion of Virginia, producing the human version of a 
Hollywood set—all facade, no permanent structure.

From the earliest possible age, as if by some curse, William 
Kane Jr., or WK, as he was known by friends and family, had 
twenty-twenty vision through the endless smokescreen of themed 
parties, dinners at the Shore Club, and christenings at the Yacht 
Club. WK realized the family foundation was cracked, and that 
his parents were working hard at not working at all. Bob Dylan 
wrote in his classic song, “Maybe Someday”: “When you ain’t 
got nothing, you got nothing to lose.” Written to fit the Kane’s 
extended moment, the words would have stated, “When you have 
everything, you have everything to lose.” WK felt it, lived it, and 
dreaded it; he knew the unmistakable waste of life and legacy 
that went with it. Real people get hurt, and no one in the Kane 
family would or could avoid the residue that fell from the sky, 
even to this day.

Will held ceremonial positions at various times on Wall Street, 
always secured through a pledge by Virginia of notable funds to 
the brokerage house of the day. It is not that Will ever lost the 
job—no, he simply lost interest and abandoned the position, and 
the funds would be moved to the next employment illusion. Will 
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was handsome, smart, charming, and ever dapper, but he simply 
never tried to try. Growing up, WK measured the deep difference 
between the work ethic of his parents’ friends, both on the career 
and family fronts, and knew that his family was incongruent and 
self-indulgent.

Medicating from a life of leisure and fleeting self-worth, 
Will and Blair allowed their social drinking to capture an ever-
increasing share of their nights, then days. If two or three drinks 
at lunch, a warm up before ever-flowing bottles of wine during 
dinner, and a night cap were happiness, then the Kanes were 
happy. Very.

For WK, childhood was a process, not a coming-of-age. The 
endless procession of nannies, butlers, maids, and glamorous 
family friends was interesting, but observed and considered in a 
self-imposed silence. “A credit to his excellent manners and fine 
upbringing,” so said his parents’ friends. A silence brought about 
through forces of uncommon nature would have been much 
closer to the truth.

The truth. What purpose would it serve? Would knowing 
have made it possible to change the course of family destruction 
and affect the clearing of so many paths of separate direction and 
result? Of course. But seeking out truth in the 1960s was not part 
of the curriculum if you were Will and Blair Kane.
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C hap t e r  2

Th e  k a n e  h O u s e  on Twickenham Lane 
in Larchmont was a grand home 
with exterior presence radiating a 

true Victorian charm. It held much and 
entertained many. Despite that, for the 
five Kane children—Sumner, the oldest 
and only girl; Kelly, the oldest boy; then 
Jack; WK; and Morgan—childhood was 

a position within the household, not a fragile beginning to beget 
a fulfilling and meaningful end. In short, there was no parenting 
plan and there was no religion to childrearing. The Kane chil-
dren were surrounded by overwhelmed domestic help and were 
forced to fend for themselves emotionally. They had everything 
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one could ever want, but nothing five children truly needed from 
their parents.

WK’s earliest memories of his father were kaleidoscope in 
nature, but not mistaken as dark or negative. They were simply 
images borrowed from seeing his father with other people and on 
different stages of his patently scripted life. As a host, Will was 
all things to all people, with a discernable gift for making leisure 
seem like important, structured acts to be carried out with the 
precision of a Cartier watch. As a father, the brutal and unspoken 
truth was that nobody was home. WK knew that and wondered 
in the darkness why his brothers and sister observed not, cared 
not. Perhaps they did, but it was never to be discussed and was 
left as unfinished business of the heart, mind, and soul of, and as, 
a family.

WK had no complete childhood memory of his largely absent 
mother—a major feat considering she had brought five children 
into the world. She had no real sense of loss over her absences 
until the rude awakening of her well having run dry. This brought 
Blair’s declaration of independence on a platform of feign will 
and self-righteous reinvention of her life. Her marriage was to 
soon end, and the afterburn of the past was unforgiving and 
white-hot for those left in the capsule of what had been a most 
beautiful life, now in a quickly advancing state of ruination.

As Will’s addiction to alcohol pulled forcefully ahead of his 
other vices and habits, Blair removed herself from the scene in the 
way that a person covers their eyes at the most intense moment 
of a horror movie. There was no intervention, no attempt to pull 
together as a family. It was now 1972, and the paint was peeling 
literally and figuratively from the house of Kane. Will and Blair 
had let go of their marriage and their Larchmont home long ago, 
and the cards were falling one after another.

Virginia, by now, in poor health and resulting ill mood, had 
taken up permanent residence at the Westchester Country Club 
in Rye and had advocated, in advance of her death, her matriar-
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chal rank and check-writing hand to her more perfect stepson, 
Redmond, who fanned the flames of Will’s demise through spu-
rious compassion and targeted acceptance of his brother’s alcohol 
addiction. For Redmond, the cost of Will’s life and the damage 
to be endured by his family was no competition for the, by now, 
amassed fortune of Judge Alexander Kane, carefully and robustly 
grown to twenty-nine million dollars.

Weakness was strength, and Redmond preyed upon his broth-
er’s demise with strict religion, and did so with the fullest sup-
port of his manipulative wife, Anne. Redmond and Anne had 
long been, to their very core, jealous of the early days of Will and 
Blair’s courtship and marriage, failing in every imaginable way 
to compete. They had neither the charisma nor circle of friends, 
and worked long and hard to build their case against the union 
with Virginia, succeeding in every destructive way possible over 
the years.

WK could feel the crested and coated sleaze of his aunt and 
uncle during forced family gatherings or command performances 
for Virginia at WCC, the three initials that struck fear in the 
hearts of every Kane of every age, adults especially. It was a plat-
form of disapproval. Uncle Redmond would not make eye con-
tact with WK, and any veiled attempts to show warmth from him 
or Aunt Anne proved elaborate productions with very poor and 
utterly predictable exchanges of bitter cold communication—
brilliant and crushed, blue, glacial cold.

Will’s meteoric fall from family and social grace delivered 
a most desperate Blair in May of 1972 to the door of apart-
ment 6, Westchester Country Club—a stiff place to carry out 
family business and never unannounced. Virginia set the rules 
of engagement.

“Virginia, I am sorry to have taken time from your day and do 
hope you will understand the seriousness and the desperation of 
our situation.”




